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Gold Award for Cosmos Business Systems at IMPACT BITE Awards for 

the application he created in the National Single Maritime Bureau 

 

 

Athens,29 /05/2019 

 

An extra distinction for Cosmos Business Systems was held by the BITE Awards, where it was 

awarded the Gold Award in the Software Solutions / Software Providers for Public 

Administration Applications. The IMPACT BITE Awards have been very successful in the last 8 

years and rewarded the top performances of Greek business technology. 

 

In particular, the update concerns the implementation of an integrated information system 

for the National Single Ship Box, which is an organized information system on the reporting 

formalities for ships arriving and / or disembarking in the ports of Greece and connected to a 

corresponding system of the EU Member States. 

 

On receiving the award, Cosmos Business Systems Chairman Dimitris Dafnis said: "It is our 

pleasure to reward the effort of delivering the integrated system of the Shipping Box, a core 

infrastructure project of the Greater Maritime Force of the World, Greek Shipping. The work 

of breathing despite all the difficulties presented, is now in operation and solves a chronic 

problem of the country's interconnection with the EU. Very soon we will organize a special 

informational meeting in cooperation with the Ministry of Mercantile Marine for the whole 

sector " 

 

 

 



 
 

 

About Cosmos Group  

Cosmos Group (Cosmos Business Systems AEBE, COSMOS CONSULTING AEBE, CBS IT Systems Cyprus) 

is one of the leading companies in the field of integrated IT and telecommunications solutions in the 

Greek and Cypriot markets. 

 

Its turnover in 2018 amounted to € 29 million and is  addressed to large and medium-sized private 

sector and banking companies as well as to public and public sector entities. 

 

Cosmos Business Systems completed in 2018, 30 years of operation. 

 

For more information, Cosmos Business Systems AEBE, Marketing and Communication Department, 

Mrs. Alexandridi Elina, tel  210 6492 800, fax: 210 6464 069, email: cosmos@cbs.gr and www.cbs.gr. 

 

 


